














Contest begins Friday, April 1, 2016 and ends Sunday, October 2, 2016.
Participating pilots are required to obtain an annual membership or a 3-day flight pass for Keel
Mountain Flight Club, both of which require completion of the site waiver form. Annual
membership cost is $100 and 3-day flight passes cost $20.
Participating pilots must also adhere to any site restrictions including minimum pilot rating
requirements for launch.
The longest distance will be determined by measuring a straight line from the Keel Mountain
launch to the point of landing.
Flights distances will be handicapped according to the following multipliers:
o rigid wing .............................................................1.0
o topless HG or EN C or D PG ..................................1.2
o king-posted double-surface HG or EN B PG ….......1.3
o single-surface HG or EN A PG ...............................1.5
Validation of cross country flight requires three components:
1. Notification to Contest Director, Bruce Perry, of intention to fly cross country for
participation in contest. Notification can be made a number of ways (email,
post on yahoo group, post on Facebook (I-Fly-Lookout), phone call, text
message, etc. Verbal or written acknowledgement must be received by pilot
before attempting flight.
2. Eye witness verification of flight launch. Also suggest taking a picture of pilot on
launch and texting it to Contest Director prior to launching.
3. Submission of flight data from instrument capable of capturing launch and
landing coordinates, date of flight, elapsed time of flight, etc.
Minimum flight distance to be considered for prize is 5 miles without application of handicap
multiplier.
In case of multiple pilots landing in same LZ, Contest Director will make every effort to
determine furthest distance based on electronic flight data and discussions with pilots
involved. If furthest distance cannot be determined, and there is no consensus among pilots
involved, landing point will be considered as the middle of the LZ and all pilots will be judged to
have flown the same distance. This will result in a tie for that flight path.
Prizes to be awarded are: 1st place – 50% of the total cash prize available (not to exceed $1,000).
2nd place – 30% of the total cash prize available (not to exceed $600). 3rd place – 20% of the total
cash prize available (not to exceed $400).
If there is a tie for a distance that qualifies for 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place, all pilots involved in the tie
will receive equal portions of the prize allocable to that placement.
Total cash prize available will be announced no later than Jun 1, 2016.

